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HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE
This guide is a tool to assist readers with reading comprehension. Pre-reading questions allow students to connect their current 
knowledge and experiences to the major themes of the novel. Reading questions and a character map help readers, especially as 
they read independently, to follow plot, conflict, and character development. Post-reading questions can be the basis of whole 
class or small group discussions, and are appropriate prompts for written responses or essays. 

Activities allow students to connect with the work of literature in several ways, including: 

• through multiple learning modalities, 

• within SEL competency areas, 

• through expository writing, 

• using technology, and more.

ABOUT THE BOOK
Gabi is furious about her parents divorcing and moving her away from her hometown, her friends, and her school. But on the day she 
moves away, a shooter opens fire on Gabi’s old school, killing her American History classmates. She knows she should have been in that 
classroom. Now, Gabi must navigate a new school and new social circles while dealing with a looming dark cloud of grief, survivor’s guilt, 
and fear. She meets impulsive troublemaker Lennon, who might just understand her dark side, or may pull her deeper into it. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Max Howard is the author of The Water Year and Fifteen 
and Change. Max’s writing has received recognition from 
the American Library Association (YALSA), the Junior 
Library Guild, and the North Star YA Award committee.



CHARACTER ANALYSIS WORKSHEET
Complete the chart below with information about each character.  
Make a note of the page number where the character first appears. 

Gabi
Ava

Mom
Ms. Lin

Jason
Haley

Dad
Mrs. Wood

Lennon
Mr. Burgos

Character Name 
(Major or minor 
character?)

Describe the  
character’s traits. 

Describe how  
the character acts.

Describe how other 
characters relate  
to this character.
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PRE-READING QUESTIONS
Discuss or free write a response to each prompt. 

1. What do you think this book is about?

2. What do you think the bullet holes stand for on the cover?

3. What is the definition of trauma?

4. Have you ever had to do a lockdown drill? How do you feel when doing these drills?

5. What does it mean to have survivor’s guilt?

6. What do you know about finding peace after a traumatic situation? 

7. Do you know anyone who struggles with depression?

MAJOR THEMES AND MOTIFS
Themes are the central ideas of a story and the ways its main message is developed. 
As you read, look for references to these themes:

• School Shootings 

• Gun Violence/Gun Laws

• Survivor’s Guilt

• Processing Trauma

• Parent–Child Relationship 

• Positive/Negative Influences

• Coping with Grief

• Dealing with Depression in the Family

• Mental Health

• Isolation/Friendship
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READING QUESTIONS
As you read, answer each question on a separate sheet of paper.  

1. Which class should Gabi be attending, but isn’t  
because she is leaving?

2. What is the name of Gabi’s best friend?

3. Who is Ava’s mom, and what does she do for a living?

4. What is Gabi certified to do?

5. What traumatic event happens as Gabi and her mom  
are traveling east?

6. How do they find out about what is happening?

7. How many people are pronounced dead?

8. What are the colors and meanings of the tags police hand 
out to the victims? 

9. What does Gabi want to do, but her mom won’t let her?

10. What does Gabi think about the new school’s location?

11. Noise seems to be bothering Gabi. Which noises  
are too loud?

12. What piece of classic literature is Gabi’s class reading?

13. How is Ava dealing with the school shooting and  
losing her mom?

14. How does Holly Boy make Gabi feel?

15. What does he offer Gabi to drown out the noise?

16. What do Gabi and Lennon do when they skip school  
the first time?

17. What are some of the things Gabi resents her mom for?

18. Who was Lennon’s twin sister, and what happened to her?

19. How does Gabi know that Ava’s been receiving her texts?

20. What do Lennon and Gabi have in common that makes 
them feel so understood by one another?

21. What happened to Lennon when he had cancer as a child?

22. What is Gabi doing when Ava finally calls her back?

23. How does Gabi know that Lennon kissed Haley?

24. What does Lennon say that shows he has no regard  
for consequences?

25. Shayla explains how everyone at school is different since 
the incident. What are the four changes she mentions?

26. How does Gabi’s mom act hypocritically?

27. When Ava agrees to visit, what does Gabi suggest they do?

28. How does Gabi retaliate when she sees Haley with Lennon?

29. Who catches Lennon and Gabi in the boat?

30. What does Gabi experience in jail?

31. Who did the stolen boat belong to?

32. What did Mr. Burgos tell the police?

33. What does Gabi finally learn about her father’s mental health?

34. Where was Lennon sent?

35. What does Gabi do for Mrs. Wood and Mr. Burgos?

36. How does Gabi begin processing her pain?
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POST-READING DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
1. How does Ava’s response to loss and trauma differ from Gabi’s?

2. What kind of moments make Gabi feel alive again?

3. Grief sometimes comes in stages. How does Gabi’s grief transform throughout the novel?

4. How do Ava, Lennon, and Gabi deal with their survivors’ guilt and trauma? 

5. When did Gabi stop avoiding speaking about the school shooting? How did she feel when the words found her?

6. How does Gabi finally find out how to “swim” in the “hurt [that] is all around us. Like water”?

ACTIVITIES
• Compile a list of things Gabi’s mom could have done to help 

Gabi process her trauma and grief. Title your list appropriately. 
For example, you could call it “Gabi’s Care Plan” or “A Better 
Path to Moving Forward.”

• Write an additional chapter through the lens of Lennon at the 
ranch. Write about a situation that shows his hope and the 
beginning of his restoration. 

• Write a persuasive letter to a government official asking 
them to tighten gun laws or provide better free mental health 
resources to the public.

• Make a mental health brochure about the stages of grief, trauma, survivor’s guilt, or depression. Make sure  
to include one section of different modalities of finding strength, perseverance, and recovery. 
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WRITING PROMPTS 
1. Recognize the symbolism: Yellow is a color that represents optimism, happiness, joy, and friendship. Yellow is used 

symbolically throughout the story. When do you notice the color yellow in the novel? Cite where the color appears,  
record the quote of how it is used, and describe what it is symbolizing at that specific moment. 

2. Analyze a quote: Copy one of the quotes below and write a paragraph about the importance of the quote  
in regard to the novel. 

3. Track a motif: A motif is a series of repetitions in a work of literature, such as an image, word, or symbol, that creates  
a mood or feeling. Surviving American History uses several motifs, including breathing or taking a deep breath, the Civil War, 
the ocean, and Moby Dick. Track one of these motifs or another one you may have noticed. Write 5–10 sentences about how 
the motif functions in the novel.

4. Explore character development: Think about how Gabi, Ava, or Lennon is characterized in the novel. In a brief essay, 
write about how the author depicts one of these characters when they’re first introduced, and discuss how they change 
throughout the story.

• page 38: “‘But I want to go home.’ My voice is choppy. Like I’ve been running. It’s weird. 
Sometimes I can’t catch my breath.” 

• page 46: “‘Spoiler alert,’ he says. ‘There’s a shipwreck in this book.’ Outside, the ocean thrashes. 
Mr. Burgos keeps talking: ‘Not everyone goes down with the ship. Someone has to live to tell the 
tale. Turn to the last page. Melville puts it this way: ‘And I only am escaped alone to tell thee.’”

• page 115: “Mom takes me to the doctor. Says, ‘Gabi’s not herself.’ The doctor listens. Then says, 
‘Maybe she’s not supposed to be?’ For the first time, I feel a little bit of hope.”

• page 125: “Most people are afraid of pain. I’m not. I’ve had so much. I won’t even notice a little 
more. Not being afraid—that’s power. Haley might be pretty. But I’m capable of anything.”



SCHOOL SHOOTINGS
INTRODUCING ISSUES  
WITH OPPOSING VIEWPOINTS 
ISBN: 978-1-5345-0572-8 
Editor: Lisa Idzikowski 
Copyright: 2020 
Reading Level: Grades 7–10 
Interest Level: Grades 7–12+

NAVIGATING ANXIETY & DEPRESSION 
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN EXPLORES BIG IDEAS 
ISBN: 978-1-6841-6934-4 
Edited by: Scientific American Editors 
Copyright: 2023 
Reading Level: Grades 9–10 
Interest Level: Grades 9–12+

TEENS TALK ABOUT SUICIDE, DEATH, AND GRIEVING 
TEEN VOICES: REAL TEENS  
DISCUSS REAL PROBLEMS 
ISBN: 978-1-5081-7654-1 
Author: Jennifer Landau 
Copyright: 2018 
Reading Level: Grade 6 
Interest Level: Grades 7–12+

GUN VIOLENCE 
ROSEN VERIFIED: CURRENT ISSUES 
ISBN: 978-1-4994-6841-0 
Author: Ellen C. Scherer 
Copyright: 2021 
Reading Level: Grade 3 
Interest Level: Grades 7–12+
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SUPPLEMENTARY READING
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